
It is difficult to write a definition of the American way.
But it is easy to find good examples . Here is one :

Scientists now foresee that the already dramatic
electrical revolution in this country may be only in
its infancy .

The giant now appears to be a boy, with most of
his weighty growth still ahead . When such fantastic
gains have already been made-in lights, turbines,
electronics, TV, radio, electrically powered ships,
trains, factories, homes-where can the imagination
possibly go from here? What are some of the pre-
dictions ?

Take a personal thing first. Millions of homes
will have heat pumps to heat and cool automatically
-using electricity for fuel .

You can expect to cook food someday by elec-
tronics-in seconds . Electrical incinerators will con-
sume your waste paper and waste food . Dust will
be taken from the air electrically. The day may come
when TV screens hang like pictures on the wall,
with only a tiny wire to the set .

Giant boy

Nuclear fuels are on the timetable of the scientists.
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Energy from the atom will eventually be a major
source of power, regardless of whether fossil fuels
are seriously depleted . By century's end, most new
plants generating electricity will operate with atomic
(fission) fuel . Aircraft, battleships, and the like will
measure fuel consumption in grams.

What would converting sea water to fresh, at low
cost, be worth to drought-deviled seaboard cities?
This is possible and will be worth billions to the
public . Storing heat from the sun is another long-
range project of scientists .

As simply as we can say it, we are beginning, not
ending, an era of possibilities involving the health,
comfort, welfare and defense of the nation .

The year 2000 looks big and distant . Actually it
is only 46 years away. By then, any puny prognostica-
tions made today will have been rewritten many
times . But larger . Electricity has always been a field
where each new fact generates many more things
new. The years should be interesting to watch.
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